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Many large scale phenomena, such as rapid changes in public opinion and the outbreak of disease
epidemics, can be fruitfully modeled as cascades of activation on networks. This provides under-
standing of how various connectivity patterns among agents can influence the eventual extent of a
cascade. We consider cascading dynamics on modular, degree-heterogeneous networks, as such fea-
tures are observed in many real-world networks, and consider specifically the impact of the seeding
strategy. We derive an analytic set of equations for the system by introducing a reduced description
that extends a method developed by Gleeson that lets us accurately capture different seeding strate-
gies using only one dynamical variable per module, namely the conditional exposure probability. We
establish that activating the highest-degree nodes rather than random selection is more effective at
growing a cascade locally, while the ability of a cascade to fully activate other modules is determined
by the extent of large-scale interconnection between modules and is independent of how seed nodes
are selected.
I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Many important collective phenomena can be viewed
as cascades of activation, and the study of network mod-
els has helped reveal general principles that relate the
interaction patterns of individuals to the spread of ac-
tivity among them. Prime examples of this kind of in-
sight include the absence of an epidemic threshold for
the SIS model of epidemic spreading on networks with
sufficiently broad degree distributions [1], and the de-
pendence of global cascades on underlying network char-
acteristics [2]. Here we focus especially on the impact
of seeding strategy on the outcome of a cascade process
in the presence of modularity and degree heterogeneity,
since these properties have repeatedly been identified as
having a strong effect on the outcome of dynamics on
networks [3–7]. For example, we may be interested in
the vulnerability of a mutualistic ecosystem to cascades
of extinction events [8–10], or we may be interested in the
efficacy of information diffusion in the case that seeding
of information is targeted at well-connected individuals
within a certain community [11–13].
A network-theoretic treatment of cascades was estab-
lished through the use of generating functions, as first
shown by Watts [2], who formulated a simple network
dynamical model that exhibits cascades whose sizes may
either follow a power-law distribution or a bimodal dis-
tribution, depending on network properties. Generating
functions had previously been used to study structural
properties of networks by Callaway et al., who consid-
ered percolation (site, bond, and joint site-bond) with
degree-dependent site occupation [14]. One particular
result they show is that networks with a broad degree
∗ jsnyd@uw.edu
distribution lose large-scale connectivity rapidly upon re-
moval of their highest-degree nodes, a fact that has been
explored in depth by several subsequent studies [15–17].
Gleeson generalized the problem class of that posed
by Watts, and proposed a method for approximating the
outcome of any network dynamical process in this more
general class. Gleeson’s method is valid for irreversible
binary-state dynamics, where the probability that any
given node becomes active is a non-decreasing function
of its number of active neighbors. Moreover the net-
work on which the dynamics take place should be either a
degree-corrected stochastic block model [18], or a config-
uration model with arbitrary degree correlations [19]. In
the former case, the initial activation probability should
be independent of degree.
The outcome of activation cascades on modular net-
works has been studied by Nematzadeh et al., who estab-
lished conditions on the connectivity between two mod-
ules that allow an information cascade started in one
module to spread to the other [20]. Naturally there is
a lower bound on the density of links connecting the two
modules in order for a cascade to spread, but interest-
ingly, there is also an upper bound. Intuitively the reason
is that links between the modules make it more difficult
for nodes in the first module (the one where the cascade
is initialized) to be activated, because the condition for
activation is that a critical fraction of one’s neighbors be
active. They corroborate their results by direct simula-
tion of the network dynamics and by the approximation
developed by Gleeson [21].
Another class of dynamics termed “cascades” are load-
shedding or sandpile dynamics, first introduced by Bak-
Tang-Wiesenfeld [22, 23]. In these dynamics, nodes hold
units of load, and shed load to their neighbors when
they reach capacity. Those neighbors may subsequently
reach capacity, shedding more load, and a cascade of load
shedding ensues. It has been observed that on modular,
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2degree-heterogeneous networks, degree correlations can
affect the ability of a cascade to spread from one module
to another [7]. It has also been shown that for sandpile
dynamics, there exists an optimal level of connectivity
between modules that minimizes the probability of large
local cascades [24]. This is in contrast with the opti-
mality found in linear threshold dynamics [20], where
global cascades are facilitated by increasing connectivity
between modules. This demonstrates the same network
structure can be optimal for different objective functions
given different dynamics.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this work we present a method for approximating
the dynamics of degree-targeted cascades in modular,
degree-heterogeneous networks. In particular, we con-
sider irreversible binary-state dynamics, where the prob-
ability that a node becomes active is a nondecreasing
function of its number of active neighbors. This model
class is quite general; it includes both fractional and abso-
lute threshold models, as well as dynamics that compute
site percolation and k-core sizes [21]. A general technique
to approximate the outcome of any such dynamics sub-
ject to random seeding was developed by Gleeson [21];
here we demonstrate that his approach can be adapted
to incorporate degree-targeted seeding. A direct applica-
tion of Gleeson’s technique would require one dynamical
variable for each pair of (module, degree) values. In con-
trast, we show that the conditional exposure probability,
the probability that the child of an inactive parent is
active, is independent of the parent’s degree and is suf-
ficient (when taken together with the seed probability,
degree distributions, and mixing matrix) to recover the
total fraction of nodes in each module that are active. A
similar analysis was carried out by Hackett in the case
of a simple network without modular structure [25]; our
derivation treats the more complicated case of modular
network structures which allows us to establish an array
of consequences about the impact of modular structure
on cascade dynamics.
Although our theory applies to networks with an ar-
bitrary number of modules and an arbitrary (monotone)
activation function, to make the problem concrete, we use
our theory to incorporate degree-targeted seeding into
the model studied by Nematzadeh et al. [20]. It consists
of two-state linear threshold dynamics [2, 26] on a net-
work with two modules, wherein the degree of each node
is drawn from some prescribed degree distribution, and
the fraction of intra- vs. inter-module links in the net-
work is specified. Aside from these constraints, links are
placed at random, i.e. without degree correlations; previ-
ous work on cascades in modular, degree-heterogeneous
networks has shown that degree correlations (both within
and between modules) has an impact on the ability of
cascades to spread from one module to another [7], but
this is beyond the scope of the present work. By adjust-
ing the degree distribution and the fraction of intra- vs.
inter-module links, we can explore both the space of de-
gree heterogeneity and that of modularity. We complete
the specification of the dynamics by selecting a set of seed
nodes that are active initially.
We consider that all the seed nodes are contained
within a single module, so that we can discern conditions
under which a cascade can spread to the second module,
and consider two different seeding strategies. On the one
hand, we select a certain fraction of nodes uniformly at
random, i.e. independently of their degree. On the other
hand, we select the same fraction of nodes but ensure
that they are of the highest possible degree. We com-
pare the two seeding strategies across the joint space of
degree heterogeneity and modularity. Unsurprisingly, we
find that targeting high degree nodes can lead to a global
cascade in regimes where uniform seeding cannot. How-
ever, we also find that regardless of the seeding protocol
used, there is a critical fraction of inter-module links that
must be present in order for the cascade to spread from
one module to the other.
A. Random network model
Here we describe the ensemble of networks that we
consider, and an algorithm to sample from that ensemble.
The networks in question are modular, and have ar-
bitrary degree distributions in each module. For now
we suppose, for simplicity, that all modules are of equal
size; analogous algorithms for unequally-sized modules
are also possible.
Let d denote the number of modules, and n the number
of nodes in each module. For each module i = 1, . . . , d,
let p
(i)
k be the probability that a randomly selected node
from module i has degree k. Further, let e ∈ [0, 1]d×d be
the mixing matrix [27], where eij is the fraction of links
leaving a module-i node that end at a module-j node.
We take our network to be undirected, so eij = eji.
To produce a network that conforms to the above spec-
ifications, we can perform a stub-matching procedure,
as is standard practice to sample from the configuration
model [28], where a stub is a half-edge attached to a
node. Since here we impose a nontrivial modular struc-
ture, we describe the algorithm for completeness. The
networks we produce in this way are essentially the same
as those that conform to the degree-corrected stochastic
blockmodel, introduced by Karrer and Newman [18], al-
though their presentation is in terms of edge existence
probabilities rather than stub matching. We use stub
matching here as it leads to an algorithm with faster
runtime and smaller memory requirements for large net-
works with asymptotically constant mean degree.
Specifically, for each module i, we produce a list of
stubs, Si, where the node index l appears in the list a
number of times equal to its degree, which is sampled
from the distribution p
(i)
k independently for each node
in module i. (Note: before the stub lists are generated,
3one should check that the sampled degree sequence is
graphical [29]).
Once the stub lists are generated, we compute the
number of edges, Eij , that should run between modules i
and j by scaling the matrix entries eij by the total num-
ber of edges. Since it’s not guaranteed that the total
number of links will be exactly compatible, we take
Eij = min
{
|Si|eij∑
j′ eij′
,
|Sj |eij∑
i′ ei′j
}
. (1)
Next, we permute each stub list at random. For each
distinct pair of modules i and j, we take Eij stubs from
each of the shuffled lists, connect the corresponding nodes
pairwise, and remove them from the stub lists. When
i = j, we take Eii stubs from the shuffled stub list Si
and connect them with each other at random (discarding
one stub if Eii is odd). If any multi-edges or self-loops
exist, remove them.
The sloppiness of (i) possibly not using all stubs and
(ii) removing multi-edges and self-loops at the end of the
algorithm mean that for small n, this algorithm produces
networks whose distribution differs slightly from the ex-
act specifications that we took to define them. However,
these errors are expected to be insignificant in the n→∞
limit [28].
B. Dynamics
Here we describe the class of dynamics that we con-
sider, namely monotonic threshold dynamics.
Let N be the total number of nodes in a network and
let A ∈ {0, 1}N×N denote its adjacency matrix: Aij =
1 if and only if nodes i and j share an edge, and we
assume all edges are undirected and unweighted. Let
ki =
∑
j Aij denote the degree of node i.
Let u ∈ {0, 1}N denote the state of the system; ui = 1
if node i is active, and zero otherwise. Following Watts
[2], we introduce a dynamic on u according to the rule
ui(t+ 1) =
{
1
∑
j Aijuj(t) > θki or ui(t) = 1
0 else
(2)
where θ ∈ [0, 1] is the threshold. In words, a node be-
comes active if at least a fraction θ of its neighbors are
active, and an active node remains active for all time.
A few properties to note about these dynamics:
1. Most importantly, there is an absorbing state, in
contrast with other work analyzing binary state
approximations of population dynamics in mutu-
alistic ecosystems [30, 31]. This also rules out the
possibility of compensatory perturbations [32–34],
because activating more nodes will never decrease
the number of nodes that are eventually activated.
2. We assume that all nodes update their state at the
same time. Because the dynamics are monotonic
(i.e. an active node never becomes inactive), the
eventual state of the system is independent of the
order in which nodes are updated. Therefore we
choose to update all nodes in synchrony and focus
on the eventual steady state and not on the dynam-
ics leading towards it.
3. The threshold θ is here assumed to be the same for
all nodes. In general θ may vary from node to node,
and can be assigned at random.
This dynamic can happen on any network; we will fo-
cus on the modular and degree-heterogeneous networks
described in section II A.
III. METHODS
In this section we show how to derive equations govern-
ing the fraction of active nodes in each module, adapting
results of [21] to allow for degree-targeted seeding with
minimal increase in computational burden.
A. Treelike approximation with degree-dependent
seeding
We now show how to extend Gleeson’s framework to al-
low for seed nodes to be selected with a probability that
depends on their degree. While degree-targeted seed-
ing is possible already in Gleeson’s formulation, a direct
application would require keeping track of a dynamical
variable for each degree class. In contrast, we find that
equivalent results are possible using only one dynamical
variable per module, as shown below.
By degree-targeted seeding, we mean that the proba-
bility that a node is active initially depends both on its
module membership and its degree, and we write ρ
(i)
0,k as
the probability that a randomly selected node in module
i having degree k is active initially. This allows us to
model analytically cases where, for example, a cascade
is initialized by activating the highest-degree nodes in a
single module. The case that initialization is indepen-
dent of node degree is recovered by setting ρ
(i)
0,k = ρ
(i)
0
for all k. The total fraction of nodes initially activated is
given by
ρ
(i)
0,tot =
∑
k
p
(i)
k ρ
(i)
0,k. (3)
Following [21, 35], we assume the network can be mod-
eled as an infinite tree, with levels indexed starting with
the leaves at the bottom (level n = 0) and the root in-
finitely high (level n → ∞). We then formulate a re-
cursion relation that describes updating nodes’ states up
the levels of the tree (from children to parents), assuming
at every stage that all nodes at lower levels have already
been updated. To do this, let q
(i)
n,k be the probability that
a node in module i having degree k at level n of the tree
4is active, conditional on its parent (at level n + 1) be-
ing inactive. Thanks to this conditioning, we can write
a recursion relation for q
(i)
n,k directly.
Accounting for degree-targeted seeding, we have
q
(i)
n+1,k =ρ
(i)
0,k + (1− ρ(i)0,k)
k−1∑
m=0
(
k − 1
m
)(
q(i)n
)m
×
(
1− q(i)n
)k−1−m
F (i)(m, k) (4)
where F (i)(m, k) is the probability that a node in mod-
ule i having degree k and m active neighbors becomes
active, and q
(i)
n , which we call the conditional exposure
probability, is the probability that a child of an inactive
parent in module i at tree level n is active. It is given by
q(i)n =
1∑
j eij
∑
j
eij
[∑
k
k
z(j)
p
(j)
k q
(j)
n,k
]
, (5)
where z(j) :=
∑
k kp
(j)
k is the average degree of nodes
in module j. The total density of active nodes in each
module i is given by
ρ(i)n =
∑
k
p
(i)
k
[
ρ
(i)
0,k + (1− ρ(i)0,k)
×
k∑
m=0
(
k
m
)(
q(i)n
)m (
1− q(i)n
)k−m
F (i)(m, k)
]
:= H(i)(q(i)) (6)
The conditional exposure probabilities q
(i)
n represent
the probability that a randomly chosen neighbor of a
node in module i at tree level n is active, hence the
edge-following degree distribution kp
(j)
k /z
(j) in Eq. (5).
With this in mind, we can interpret the update rule Eq.
(4) as follows. Given a node in module i with degree k
at tree level n whose parent is not active, it was active
from the start with probability ρ
(i)
0,k. With probability
1 − ρ(i)0,k, it was not active from the start, and has a
chance to be activated by its k − 1 children. Since we
assume the network is treelike, each of those k − 1 chil-
dren is active independently with probability q
(i)
n , mean-
ing that the probability that m of them are active at once
is
(
k−1
m
) (
q
(i)
n
)m (
1− q(i)n
)k−1−m
. If m children are ac-
tive, then the focal node becomes active with probability
denoted by F (i)(m, k).
Next, consider the unconditional probability ρ
(i)
n that
a node in module i at tree level n is active. If we choose
a node at random from module i, it has degree k with
probability p
(i)
k . Given that it has degree k, it was active
from the start with probability ρ
(i)
0,k. Otherwise, it has k
neighbors, each of which is active with probability q
(i)
n .
The total number of active neighbors then follows the
binomial distribution seen in Eq. (6), and the focal node
becomes active with probability F (i)(m, k) if it has m
active neighbors.
Finally, we show that the conditional exposure prob-
ability obeys a closed recursion relation with respect to
n, and that the dependence on degree k enters in only
through the static parameters p
(j)
k and ρ
(i)
0,k. Composing
Eq. (5) with Eq. (4), we have
q
(i)
n+1 =
1∑
j eij
∑
j
eij
[∑
k
k
z(j)
p
(j)
k
(
ρ
(j)
0,k + (1− ρ(j)0,k)
×
k−1∑
m=0
(
k − 1
m
)(
q(j)n
)m (
1− q(j)n
)k−1−m
F (j)(m, k)
)]
:= G(i)(qn) (7)
Note that if ρ
(i)
0,k = ρ
(i)
0 for all k, then Eq. (7) is exactly
equivalent to the formulation in [21].
We can further describe the time course of the dy-
namics obtained by assuming that nodes update asyn-
chronously at a rate of f per unit time. Following the
same reasoning as in [21], we have
dq(i)(t)
dt
= f
[
G(i)(q(t))− q(i)(t)
]+
dρ(i)(t)
dt
= f
[
H(i)(q(i)(t))− ρ(i)(t)
]+ (8)
where [·]+ denotes the positive part.
B. Validation
Intuitively, the selection of seed nodes should have an
impact on the spreading dynamics. To validate this, we
first replicate the numerical experiment performed by
Gleeson in [21]. The experiment consists of a network of
four modules, connected in a ring (cf. right side of Fig.
2). Their degree distributions are Poisson with mean 5.8,
Poisson with mean 8, regular with degree 8, and regular
with degree 8, respectively. The mixing matrix is
e =
1
29.8
 5.5 0.15 0.15 00.15 7.7 0 0.150.15 0 7.7 0.15
0 0.15 0.15 7.7
 . (9)
The initial condition is that a randomly chosen 1% of the
nodes in the first module are active, and the threshold
is taken to be θ = 0.18. For these parameter settings,
the cascade eventually takes over the whole network, but
reaches each of the modules at different times, due to
their differing internal characteristics (i.e. degree distri-
butions) and the nature of the links between them (as
encoded by the matrix e).
To see the effect of seeding the highest-degree nodes in
the network, we recreate calculations for the same net-
work as in [21] using the same fraction of nodes initially
5activated (i.e. 1% of the first module), selecting nodes via
either a random strategy or a degree-targeted strategy.
For concreteness, we now explicitly construct ρ
(i)
0,k for
the case where we seed only the highest-degree nodes in
the network. Say we have, for each module, a target
fraction of nodes that we would like to activate initially,
ρ
(i)
0,tot ∈ [0, 1] for i = 1, . . . , d. We would like to choose
ρ
(i)
0,k such that the appropriate total number of nodes are
activated, but only the nodes of highest possible degree
are chosen.
To do this, we need to find, for each module i, a value
Ki such that the fraction of nodes in module i having
degree greater than or equal to Ki is close to ρ
(i)
0,tot. For-
mally, let
Ki = min
{
K
∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
k>K
p
(i)
k ≤ ρ(i)0,tot
}
(10)
with the understanding that the minimum of an empty
set is +∞. Then, define
ρ
(i)
0,k =

1 k > Ki
ρ
(i)
0,tot −
∑
k>Ki p
(i)
k k = K
i
0 k < Ki
(11)
We then construct the ODE defined in Eq. (8), with
threshold θ = 0.18 and update rate f = 0.01. Results
are shown in Fig. 1. Note excellent agreement between
theory and experiment for the “baseline” case, i.e. seed
probability independent of degree, as considered by Glee-
son; the solid and dashed curves nearly perfectly overlap
each other. This confirms that our generalization reduces
to the known model when seed probability is indepen-
dent of degree. For the degree-targeted case, we also
see nearly perfect agreement between the ODE approx-
imation and direct simulation of the network dynamics,
indicating that our analytic formulation captures the in-
tended dynamics.
Next, to highlight the effect of maximum-degree seed-
ing, we consider a slight modification of the above ex-
ample. We take the same network as a above, but with
threshold θ = 0.21. As shown in Fig. 2, using this thresh-
old value demonstrates that with a degree-targeted seed-
ing strategy it is possible to excite a global cascade in a
regime where a random seeding strategy would lead to
only a tiny extent of spreading. This shows both the im-
pact of targeted seeding and that the reduced model ac-
curately approximates the true dynamics in both super-
and sub-critical regimes.
IV. RESULTS
A. Model parameter specification
Here we describe extensions to the research presented
in [20], on existence of optimal levels of interconnectivity
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FIG. 1. Validating the ODEs obtained by the treelike approx-
imation under the assumption of degree-dependent seeding.
Parameters are identical to those used to create Fig. 1 in
[21]. Here we display both the total fraction of active nodes
(left) and the rate of increase of the number of active nodes
(right) in each module, for both uniform (top) and degree-
targeted seeding (bottom). Solid curves are solutions of the
ODE system Eq. (8), and dashed curves are the correspond-
ing quantities in a direct numerical simulation of threshold
dynamics on a network of size N = 5× 105, averaged over 10
realizations of the network.
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FIG. 2. Degree-targeted seeding creates a global cascade
(main figure) in a regime where uniform seeding does not
(inset), as demonstrated by both Eq. (8) (solid curves) and
dynamics on an actual network of size 5× 105 (open circles).
Network parameters are identical to those used in [21], and
summarized by the right-hand diagram (figure from [21]): de-
gree distributions are Poisson with mean 5.8, Poisson with
mean 8, regular with degree 8, and regular with degree 8.
in modular networks. In that work, the authors consider
a network composed of two modules, with a fraction µ ∈
[0, 1] of the links joining nodes in the same module and
the remaining (1− µ) fraction of the links joining nodes
in different modules. This corresponds to choosing the
mixing matrix to be
e =
[
1− µ µ
µ 1− µ
]
. (12)
On this network, they consider linear threshold dynamics
of the type described above, with seed nodes localized to
6one of the modules.
The main result of [20] is that for certain values of the
seed density, there is an optimal range of values of the
modularity parameter µ, such that within this range the
cascade covers the whole system, while on either side the
cascade remains localized to the module where it began.
Their conclusions follow from both direct simulations of
dynamics on networks and calculations based on the an-
alytical framework developed by Gleeson [21].
We now generalize their results in two ways. First,
we consider degree distributions with a tunable extent
of degree heterogeneity, and we allow for degree-targeted
seeding.
The first aspect, degree heterogeneity, was discussed
in the SI of [20], where the authors present results for
the LFR benchmark networks [36], and state that degree
heterogeneity does not change the results qualitatively.
Here, instead, we treat degree heterogeneity explicitly as
a control parameter, quantified by pnest ∈ [0, 1]. The
parameter pnest enters the analysis through the degree
distribution:
pk = pnestp
pow
k + (1− pnest)ppoik (13)
where ppow and ppoi are power law and Poisson degree
distributions, respectively, each with mean z (which we
take, for now, to be 20). For completeness, we have
ppowk =
1
ζ(γ, λ)
(λ+ k)−γ (14)
with λ chosen such that
∑
k kp
pow
k = z, and ζ(γ, λ) =∑
k(λ+ k)
−γ is the Hurwitz zeta function, and
ppoik =
zke−z
k!
. (15)
The question of degree-targeted seeding, however, was
not addressed in [20], and we use the new analytic frame-
work presented in section III A to do so. Specifically,
we compare two different seeding strategies: max-degree
and uniform. Max-degree seeding (described in detail
in section III B) selects the highest-degree nodes present
in a network, while uniform seeding selects nodes with
equal probability. Based on previous work on percola-
tion [15, 16, 37], we expect max-degree seeding to pro-
duce different outcomes than uniform seeding, and that
this difference will increase with increased degree hetero-
geneity.
B. “Robust yet fragile” nature of local cascades
An overview of our results is presented in Fig. 3; the
top two rows were generated using Eq. (6)-(7) while the
bottom two rows are results from direct simulation of the
network dynamics. The second and fourth rows (uniform
seeding) exactly recreate the results of [20]. We see that
as degree heterogeneity increases, the region of incom-
plete cascade in the first module grows, indicating that
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FIG. 3. Summary of the joint effect of inter-module connec-
tions (µ) and degree heterogeneity (pnest) on the extent of
cascade spreading, under both uniform and degree-targeted
seeding, as predicted by the approximation Eq. (6)–(7) (top)
and by averaging over direct simulation of the network dy-
namics, on networks of size N = 2.5× 104, averaged over ten
realizations (bottom). Color indicates extent of the eventual
cascade, as a fraction of the whole network; yellow is 1, green
is 0.5, and blue ranges between 0 and 0.3. The green region,
present in every panel for µ . 0.2, corresponds to the cascade
completely covering the first module (where the seed nodes
are located) and not spreading at all to the second. The blue
region corresponds to the situation that the cascade spreads
to only part of the first module. Parameters used here are:
θ = 0.4, k = 20. In these figures, ρ0 is the fraction of the first
module that is infected, which is off from the notation in [20]
by a factor of two.
the system becomes more resilient to cascading failures.
However, we observe an opposite tendency in the first
and third rows (max-degree seeding). As degree hetero-
geneity grows, cases of partial cascade become less com-
mon, and the system is much more susceptible to a global
cascade even with a small fraction of seed nodes. This
spectrum of behavior aligns well with the famous robust
yet fragile nature of random graphs with power law de-
gree distributions, which are robust to random attacks
and fragile to targeted attacks [14–16, 37, 38].
C. Cascade hopping is independent of seeding
protocol
On the other hand, a feature shared in common be-
tween the uniform and degree-targeted cases is the left
boundary of the region corresponding to total activation
(see Fig. 3). That boundary corresponds to the criti-
cal value of µ, the inter-module connectivity, required to
allow complete activation of the second module.
7To see why this boundary is at the same location for
both seeding protocols, we first give a heuristic explana-
tion and then a detailed proof, with supporting calcula-
tions given in appendices. All statements in this section
are to be understood in the context of the reduced dy-
namics in the thermodynamic limit (i.e. Eq. (7)).
First observe that if µ, the fraction of inter-module
links, is less than 0.5, then module 1 affects itself more
strongly than it affects module 2. Therefore, if more
nodes in module 1 are active than in module 2, then the
same will be true after updating all the nodes’ states.
In particular, this means that if module 2 is eventually
fully activated, then module 1 must also have become
fully activated. Finally, since the equilibrium state of
the system is independent of the order in which nodes’
states are updated, for the situation where every node in
module 2 is eventually activated, we conclude that the
equilibrium state of the system is the same as the one
corresponding to the initial condition in which every node
in module 1 is active and none of the nodes in module 2
are active. Clearly, that equilibrium state is independent
of the way we selected the smaller seed fraction of nodes
initially.
Now we make the above argument precise. We present
the logical flow here and refer to the appendices for sup-
porting calculations.
First, we formalize the claim that if µ < 0.5 and more
nodes in module 1 are active than in module 2, then
the same will be true after updating all nodes’ states.
What we mean is that if µ < 0.5 and q
(1)
n > q
(2)
n , then
q
(1)
n+1 > q
(2)
n+1; see Appendix A for proof. Clearly, then,
if q
(1)
0 > q
(2)
0 and q
(2)
n → 1 as n → ∞, then q(1)n → 1 as
n → ∞ also. In other words, if module 2 is eventually
completely activated, then module 1 will also be eventu-
ally completely activated. The necessary assumptions for
that statement to be true are that µ < 0.5, both mod-
ules have the same degree distribution, and the initially
active nodes are only in module 1.
The observation that if q
(2)
n → 1 then q(1)n → 1 allows
us to derive a simpler condition for the eventual complete
activation of module 2, and moreover shows that this
condition is independent of the seeding protocol. Con-
ceptually, the simplification captures the fact that the
eventual state of the system is independent of the order
in which nodes’ states are updated. This fact rests on the
fact that G, defined in Eq. (7, is monotone with respect
to the partial order ≥ on [0, 1]d. That is, G(q) ≥ q for
all q ∈ [0, 1]d; see Appendix B for proof.
Monotonicity of G immediately implies a “sandwich”
property, as follows. Suppose that if there are two se-
quences, (qn) and (rn) defined by qn+1 = G(qn) (and
likewise for r). First, each of these sequences has a limit,
which we denote q∞ and r∞ respectively. Suppose fur-
ther that q0 ≤ r0 ≤ q∞. Then qn ≤ rn ≤ q∞ for all n,
and since qn → q∞, we conclude q∞ = r∞.
Finally we apply the above reasoning in the following
way: Let u be an initial condition in which only nodes in
module 1 are active, and assume that the eventual state
u∞ is the one in which all nodes are active (i.e. the vector
of all ones). Then let v be the vector of all ones in the
first module and all zeros in the second module. Clearly,
u ≤ v ≤ u∞, so by the theorem just stated, vn → u∞. In
other words: if an initial condition localized to the first
module would lead to complete activation of the whole
network, then so would the initial condition in which all
of the first module is active and none of the second is
active.
To summarize, we conclude that in order for a cascade
to activate the whole of the second module, it must be
the case that the cascade activates all of the first module.
In particular, the fact of whether or not the whole second
module is eventually active is independent of the details
of the seeding protocol used in the first module, so long
as it is sufficient to activate the whole first module.
To spell this out concretely and derive a condition on µ
that allows a cascade to fully activate the second module,
we write down the dynamics of q
(2)
n under the assumption
that all nodes in module 1 are initially active. We have
q
(2)
n+1 = µ+ (1− µ)
∑
k
k
z
pk
×
k−1∑
m=bθkc+1
(
k − 1
m
)(
q(2)n
)m (
1− q(2)n
)k−1−m
(16)
Note crucially that Eq. (16) does not depend on the
seeding protocol used, because we have replaced the ini-
tial condition with one in which all of module 1 is active.
Therefore the left-boundary of the yellow region in Fig.
3 is located at the same value of µ regardless of seeding
protocol.
Because Eq. (16 is an iterated map in one variable, we
can visualize its behavior by plotting the right-hand side
and inspecting its intersections with the line y = x. We
present in Fig. 4 such a visual for two different values of
µ and the same Poisson degree distribution with mean
λ = 20.
We can further compare the solution for µc based on
Eq. (16) to dynamics on sampled networks. The results
are shown in Fig. 5. We observe qualitative agreement
between the theory and sampled networks in the trend of
µc with respect to pnest, although there is a systematic
difference between the prediction of the theory and the
interval estimated from network simulations. Still, the
intervals resulting from uniform and max-degree seeding
of networks show no significant difference, supporting the
conclusion that cascade hopping is independent of seed-
ing protocol.
V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We have demonstrated that it is possible to efficiently
approximate the outcome of a cascade process on a net-
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FIG. 4. Visualization of the iterated map Eq. (16 for two
different values of µ, both with the same degree distribution,
a Poisson with mean λ = 20. Orange curve is the right-
hand side of Eq. (16 while the blue line is the identity, so
intersection correspond to fixed points. Notice that for µ =
0.24 there is only one fixed point, at q = 1, while for µ = 0.17,
an additional pair of fixed points (one stable, one unstable, at
the solid and open red circles respectively) appears with q < 1,
corresponding to partial activation of module 2. The green
curve visualizes ρ, the fraction of active nodes corresponding
to a given value of q.
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FIG. 5. Comparison of the critical value of µ required to
achieve global activation as predicted by Eq. (16) vs. by di-
rect simulation of the network dynamics. Theory curve was
obtained via bisection search with respect to µ, for each of
50 values of pnest evenly spaced between zero and one. For
network simulations, we sampled five values of pnest evenly
spaced from 0 to 1 (inclusive), and 100 values of µ evenly
spaced between 0.2 and 0.3. For each pair of (µ,pnest) values,
we sampled 10 networks, each of size N = 2.5 × 104. For
each network, we select a fraction ρ0 of the nodes to be active
initially, either according to maximum degree or uniformly at
random. We repeat the experiment for 20 values of ρ0, evenly
spaced from 0.05 to 0.5. We then run the dynamics to equilib-
rium and record the eventual fraction of nodes in the network
that are active. We then estimate a bracket around the true
value of µc by plotting the largest µ such that none of the
experiments show global activation, and the smallest µ such
that all experiments do show global activation. Note qualita-
tive agreement with the trend of the theory curve, as well as
close agreement between uniform and max-degree seeding.
work in the case that initial activation probability de-
pends on degree, and have used such an approximation
to study the behavior of cascades on modular, degree-
heterogeneous networks. Notably we demonstrate that
using only one dynamical variable, namely the condi-
tional exposure probability, is sufficient to describe cas-
cading dynamics accurately even in the case that the ini-
tialization is degree-dependent.
We found first that when a network is highly degree-
heterogeneous, cascades initiated at the highest-degree
nodes become global with relatively few seed nodes. In
contrast, seeding nodes uniformly at random can require
significantly more seeds to initiate a global cascade on
the same network. Figure 2 demonstrates this effect and
shows that it can be seen both in direct simulations of
the network dynamics and in the approximate formula-
tion (6)–(7). Similar to results for percolation on random
networks with power law degree distributions, degree het-
erogeneity enhances the networks resilience to random
failures but increases its vulnerability to targeted attack.
Interestingly, we found that the ability of a local cas-
cade to fully activate other modules is independent of the
details of how it was initiated. For the cases we investi-
gated, we find the critical fraction µc of links that must
connect the two modules ranges between 0.20 and 0.26
depending on the degree distribution, suggesting that ei-
ther preventing or facilitating global cascades by adjust-
ing inter-module connectivity may be a feasible interven-
tion. Moreover, the extent of the cascade can change
abruptly as a function of µ near µc, meaning that small
interventions on the number of inter-module links can
have an outsized impact on the outcome of a cascade pro-
cess. Note however that this result depends on particular
conditions in our model: namely, that both modules have
the same degree distribution and that there are more
intra-module than inter-module links. The same tools
we use here may be applied to investigate more general
cases when the modules have different degree distribu-
tions.
Finally we discuss the implications of our results for
real situations such as cascading extinctions and infor-
mation diffusion. To the extent that our assumptions
are appropriate (i.e. degree-corrected SBM network and
fractional threshold dynamics), we have shown that high-
degree nodes (species or actors) are able to initiate large
local cascades (of extinction or information respectively).
At the same time, there is a critical level of inter-module
connectivity below which a global cascade is impossi-
ble, regardless of seeding (i.e. initially extinct species or
source of information). The methodology presented here
should extend to systems with different assumptions be-
yond fractional threshold dynamics and SBM networks
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Appendix A: Proof of well-ordering of activation
We now prove that for µ < 0.5, q
(1)
n > q
(2)
n implies
q
(1)
n+1 > q
(2)
n+1. To do this, we first prove a technical lemma
that will be useful for several subsequent calculations.
Lemma 1. Let k ∈ N, mc ∈ {0, . . . , k−1}, and x ∈ [0, 1].
Then
∂
∂x
[
k−1∑
m=mc
(
k − 1
m
)
xm(1− x)k−1−m
]
≥ 0 (A1)
Proof. Let X denote the binomial random variable with
k − 1 trials and probability x of success for each trial.
Then
P(X ≥ mc) =
k−1∑
m=mc
(
k − 1
m
)
xm(1− x)k−1−m. (A2)
Observe first that E(X|X ≥ mc) ≥ E(X). Next, dif-
ferentiating P(X ≥ mc) with respect to x we have [39]
∂P(X ≥ mc)
∂x
=
k−1∑
m=mc
(
k − 1
m
)
∂
∂x
(
xm(1− x)k−1−m) (A3)
=
k−1∑
m=mc
(
k − 1
m
)(
xm(1− x)k−1−m) [ m
x(1− x) −
k − 1
1− x
]
(A4)
=
1
x(1− x)
[
k−1∑
m=mc
(
k − 1
m
)
xm(1− x)k−1−mm− (k − 1)xB(θ; k, x)
]
(A5)
=
P(X ≥ mc)
x(1− x) [E(X|X ≥ mc)− E(X)] ≥ 0 (A6)
and the proof is complete.
Now we prove a theorem in the specific case considered
in section IV A.
Theorem 1. Let G : [0, 1]d → [0, 1]d be defined as in Eq.
(7) with d = 2, p
(1)
k = p
(2)
k ≡ pk for all k, and
e =
[
1− µ µ
µ 1− µ
]
(A7)
with µ < 0.5. Then q(1) ≥ q(2) =⇒ G(q)(1) ≥ G(q)(2).
Proof. Let q ∈ [0, 1]2 such that q(1) ≥ q(2). Then
G(q)(1) −G(q)(2) = (1− 2µ)
[∑
k
k
z
pk
(
ρ0,k + (1− ρ0,k)
k−1∑
m=bθkc+1
(
k − 1
m
)
(q(1))m(1− q(1))k−1−m
)
−
∑
k
k
z
pk
k−1∑
m=bθkc+1
(
k − 1
m
)
(q(2))m(1− q(2))k−1−m
]
(A8)
= (1− 2µ)
∑
k
k
z
pk
[
ρ0,k
1− k−1∑
m=bθkc+1
(
k − 1
m
)
(q(1))m(1− q(1))k−1−m

+
 k−1∑
m=bθkc+1
(
k − 1
m
)
(q(1))m(1− q(1))k−1−m −
k−1∑
m=bθkc+1
(
k − 1
m
)
(q(2))m(1− q(2))k−1−m
].
(A9)
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By Lemma 1 and the fact that q(1) ≥ q(2), the term in
the second set of parentheses in Eq. (A9) is non-negative.
Since µ < 0.5, 1− 2µ > 0; kpk/z ≥ 0; ρ0,k ≥ 0; and
k−1∑
m=bθkc+1
(
k − 1
m
)
(q(1))m(1− q(1))k−1−m ≤ 1.
Therefore G(q)(1) ≥ G(q)(2).
Appendix B: Proof of monotonicity of time evolution
Theorem 2. Let G : [0, 1]d → [0, 1]d be defined as in Eq.
(7), and let ≤ be the partial order on [0, 1]d defined by
x ≤ y ⇐⇒ xi ≤ yi∀i. Then x ≤ y =⇒ G(x) ≤ G(y).
Proof. Let x, y ∈ [0, 1]d such that x ≤ y. Then con-
sider the difference G(y) − G(x), which we argue is
non-negative in each component. The ith component of
G(y)−G(x) is given by
(G(y)−G(x))i =
∑
j
eij
∑
k
k
p
(j)
k
z(j)
[∑
m
(
k − 1
m
)
ymj (1− yj)k−1−mF (j)(m, k)−
∑
m
(
k − 1
m
)
xmj (1− xj)k−1−mF (j)(m, k)
]
(B1)
=
∑
j
eij
∑
k
k
p
(j)
k
z(j)
[B(yj ; j, k)−B(xj ; j, k)] (B2)
where
B(x; j, k) :=
∑
m
(
k − 1
m
)
xm(1− x)k−1−mF (j)(m, k).
(B3)
Since F (j)(m, k) is non-decreasing inm, we can write it as
the partial sum of a non-negative sequence: F (j)(m, k) =∑m
l=0 f
(j)(l, k) where f (j)(l, k) ≥ 0. We then have, by
rearranging the double sum,
B(x; j, k) =
∑
m
(
k − 1
m
)
xm(1− x)k−1−m
m∑
l=0
f (j)(l, k)
(B4)
=
k−1∑
l=0
f (j)(l, k)
k−1∑
m=l
(
k − 1
m
)
xm(1− x)k−1−m
(B5)
=
k−1∑
l=0
f (j)(l, k)P(X ≥ l). (B6)
Finally,
∂B(x; j, k)
∂x
=
k−1∑
l=0
f (j)(l, k)
∂
∂x
P(X ≥ l) (B7)
and by Lemma 1, ∂P(X ≥ l)/∂x ≥ 0, so ∂B(x; j, l)/∂x ≥
0, and we are done. Thus we have shown that if x ≤ y,
then G(x) ≤ G(y).
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